Chemoinformatics play a vital role in drugs discovery process in which it screened out compounds with high probability of failing from the drugs discovery pipeline. Hence, more drugs could be produced in less time and at lower cost. The simplest method in Chemoinformatics that could do as such is the Similarity Searching. Starting with just a simple one target per search, similarity searching is now enhanced to be capable at handling multiple targets in one search. This enhancement is achieved by Turbo Similarity Searching (TSS) that has been proven to increase the recall (i.e. the active recovery rates). TSS incorporates Similarity Searching and Group Fusion in its procedure hence the factors that influence both should also influence TSS. In this paper, we present the concept of TSS investigation on factors related to the usage of different set of similarity measures combination at each phase of TSS and the effect of using different fusion rules on TSS with various descriptors. These are the factors that have been identified to affect the performance of Similarity Searching and Group Fusion. Our initial results indicate that there is a strong influence shown by one of the descriptor (SRECFC) when used at any stages of TSS which returned a high recall. We also observed the poor performance of TSS when another descriptor (ECFC) is used at the second stage of TSS. The second investigation revealed that there are certain preference of descriptors towards fusion modes that gave a recall below random.
Introduction
Chemoinformatics is an interdisciplinary field which combines expertise from chemistry and computer science [1] . It plays an important role in the pharmaceutical industry in which it allows unlimited exploration on the chemistry space using computational methods. This benefits the industry whereby more drugs could be produced in less time and at lower cost [2] . Approaches in Chemoinformatics such as Virtual Screening seek to reduce the time for candidate selection of potential drugs by screening out compounds with high probability of failing in the drugs discovery pipeline [3] . The simplest method used in Virtual Screening is the Similarity Searching (SS).
SS is mainly concerned with retrieving information on the molecular structures in a chemical compound repositories based on Similar Property Principle [4] . This principle states that structurally similar compounds tend to exhibit similar bioactivity property [5] . Hence, given a structure of a known drug (i.e the target compound) for treating depression, one could find a similar chemical compound from repositories (i.e the database compound) that is possibly effective for depression if both structures possess some degree of alikeness. The reason of finding alternative drugs candidates varies. Among them is the complication caused by the existing drugs to prescribers such as a side effect of gastrointestinal for diabetics' patients who prescribes metformin [6] . Since the discovery process is extremely costly (i.e. approximately $800 million per candidate [2] ), SS method should ensure that those in the pool have high probability of success rate.
SS is a retrospective screening method that works by comparing the characteristics of the target compound with the characteristics of each compound in the chemical database [4] . The comparison can be described in three stages. The first stage involves the characterization of the target compound and the database compounds with an equivalent set of descriptor. The second stage uses similarity coefficient to determine how the similarity between these descriptors should be calculated. The value produced by the calculation is called the similarity score. The final stage is to rank the database compounds in appropriate order (usually decreasing) of the similarity score (referred as the ranking list hereafter); apply a reasonable threshold of the total database size on the ranking list and calculate the percentage of recall for the cut-offed. High percentage of recall indicates the effectiveness of SS in retrieving close analogues of the target compound that are known to give similar effect as the target compound (referred to as actives hereafter) [7] . Hence, the pool of candidates for alternatives drugs is at least ensured to have successful cases which indirectly prohibited huge loses to the pharmaceutical industry.
There have been many works on improving the effectiveness of Similarity Searching. All of which revolves around using different combinations of descriptors and similarity coefficients [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . Some introduces weighting schemes to be applied on descriptors for better recall [13] . Recent works in Sheffield by Willett's group introduced a concept called the Data Fusion. It is a process of combining a few ranking lists from different SS procedures to be inferred into one final ranking by selecting the best score (determined by fusion rule used) for each database compound across the ranking lists being combined and sort them before noting the recall [13] . This concept could be done as a combination of different procedures using; different combinations of descriptors and similarity coefficients (similarity fusion) or using different target compounds (group fusion) [14] . However, group fusion has shown a better performance in recall as compared to similarity fusion [15] . Nonetheless, both fusion approaches gave a better recall than the conventional Similarity Searching.
The effectiveness of group fusion has marked the beginning of new paradigm in SS. The idea of using multitarget compounds is due to the ability of group fusion to retrieve more actives (i.e. more ranking lists from different target compounds are being combined). However, the scarcity of available target compounds becomes a huge limitation to the pharmaceutical industry [16] . Thus, Willett's group has then come up with an enhanced SS method called Turbo Similarity Searching [17] .
Turbo Similarity Searching (TSS) incorporates the conventional SS as well as group fusion in its procedure [17] . It involves two phases. The first phase (initial phase) is the conventional SS using one target compound. The output of the first phase is a ranking list for the target compound. Based on Neighborhood Behavior principle, the top few compounds of the ranking list are assumed to be active. These are called the nearest neighbours (NNs). It assumes that compounds within a similar region tend to exhibit similar bioactivity [18] . These compounds are then being used as target compounds for SS, hence producing few ranking lists. The second phase (i.e the fusion phase) is the group fusion process that combine the ranking list produced earlier. Such procedure of TSS managed to overcome the limitation of pharmaceutical industry and at the same time maintaining the effectiveness of group fusion.
Since its introduction, TSS has only been tested and proven to be effective on compounds in the MDL Drug Data Report (MDDR) database characterized by a descriptor named ECFP4 [17] . An extensive work has been done by Malim [19] in her thesis to apply TSS on a different database namely World Molecular Bioactivity (WOMBAT) in which she observed that the conclusion made in previous work remains true despite the change of database. Since TSS incorporated conventional SS and group fusion in its procedure, it is expected that factors influencing the performance of both could indirectly influence the performance of TSS.
The latest works by Arif et. al. [20] on conventional SS suggest that better recall could be attained by using different descriptor of both the target compounds and the database compounds. Whilst, the most recent work on data fusion has been conducted by Chen, Muller and Willett [21] in which they investigated the effect of different modes of fusion, rules and threshold of rank list to be fused in a group fusion experiment involving Bayesian inference network. They also experimented on the use of Soergel coefficient which was found to be more effective than Tanimoto. Thus, our primary interests are to investigate; the effect of using different combinations of descriptor and similarity coefficient as well as weighting schemes on TSS and the influence of fusion rules/modes on TSS. This paper reports our initial results on both investigations.
Background
There are several chemical databases available for chemoinformatics work such as Chembl, PubChem and MDDR. These databases store information on chemical compounds that have been assayed. There are three components underlying SS which are structural representations, similarity coefficients and weighting schemes. Structural representations or descriptors refer to the descriptions of molecules that give characterization of a compound. The simplest descriptor encodes the presence and absence of fragments in compound [22] . The presence of a fragment is denoted by '1'and the absence by '0'. Such descriptor often called as binary fingerprint and represented in bit-strings. This fingerprint is dependent on a vendor-specific chemical fragments dictionary. The recently popular binary fingerprint is the Extended Connectivity Fingerprints (ECFP). Descriptors can also be assigned with certain weightage to give different precedence to fragments. The simplest weighting scheme that can be applied on a descriptor is the count of fragment occurrence. In this case, the value '1'denoting the presence of a fragment is replaced by the frequency of its occurrence in the compound. This weightage can be applied on ECFP producing ECFC (Extended Connectivity Counts or often called counts). It could be further manipulated with other weighting scheme such as the square root functions [20, 23] .
Similarity coefficients are formulae that determine the degree of resemblance between two compounds [22] . There are two categories of coefficients which are often used in Chemoinformatics i.e. association and distance coefficients. The former could exist in either dichotomous or continuous form but the latter can only took the continuous form [22] . Given two compounds A and B represented by binary fingerprints, the similarity between them (S AB ) can be calculated using the Tanimoto coefficient (formula as in Figure 1 ) where a is the number of '1' in compound A, b is the number of '1' in compound B and c is the is the number of '1' which is common to both compounds. This formula returns a value of range 0 to 1 whereby 0 indicates dissimilarity and 1 indicates similar bioactivity [22] . The complete process of SS is illustrated in Figure 1 . The effectiveness of SS is measured by the percentage of recall returned at the top 1% of its ranking list. High percentage of recall indicates that the combinations of descriptors and coefficients used to perform SS are able to retrieve a large number of actives. Recall is calculated using the formula in Table 1 . Based on the work of [11, 20] and [24] , the best combinations of descriptors and coefficients are the combination of {ECFP, Tanimoto} and {ECFC, Soergel}, respectively. Based on our unpublished previous work, the Cosine coefficients works best with the square root of counts hence the combination is {SRECFC, Cosine}. Note that a combination of descriptors and coefficients is referred as combination of similarity measures hereafter.
The three components in SS mentioned above becomes the essential components of TSS with the addition of data fusion component i.e. fusion rules; and nearest neighbour. Fusion rules are the methods of combination in which the rankings produced by several SS procedures would be combined into a final ranking list. The type of data fusion varies according to the type of input data [13] . There are two types of fusion modes i.e. fusion of scores and fusion of ranks. Fusion of scores deals with quantitative data i.e. the similarity score [13] . Fusion of ranks favours ordinal data which are the rank value of a compound in a ranking list returned by SS [13] . Most of the fusion rules were adopted from data fusion studies in information retrieval and they usually exist in both fusion modes (except CombRKP). For instance, fusion rule MAX finds the maximum value of similarity score for each database compounds across the ranking list being combined if used in fusion of score mode. On the other hand, if used in fusion of ranks mode, the MAX rule will find the smallest rank value associated to each database compounds across the ranking list being combined. Table 1 : Formula for recall [19] Formula for recall where a = fraction of relevant compounds retrieved while A = total amount of relevant compounds = Among the earliest work carried out to explore the effect of fusion rule in data fusion is the work from [25] . They used three fusion rules namely SUM, MAX and MIN. Data fusion using the SUM rule had consistently yielded a high level of performance when compared to the other two fusion rules. MIN and MAX rules, on the other hand, seem to be affected by the uneven distribution of similarity score returned by SS that influenced their poor performance. In another work by Hert, Willett and Wilton [11] , SUM is observed to always return the best recalls when used in fusion of ranks while MAX behaves similarly in fusion of scores. The work of [14, 15) ] used SUM, MAX, MIN and CombMNZ fusion rules to combine different coefficients and representations. They found that MAX and SUM are the most effective fusion rules. MAX has been observed and proven theoretically to be superior to SUM. However in the recent work by Chen, Mueller and Willett [21] , they found that CombRKP surpasses other rules in fusion of ranks mode whilst MAX is the best for fusion of scores. Table 2 lists fusion rules used by them in the investigations on the effect of fusion rules to group fusion.
The effectiveness of TSS is highly dependent on the number of NN defined by the user. In the initial work of TSS by Hert et al. [17] , a series of nearest neighbours (i.e. 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100 and 200) were used. They generally observed the superiority of TSS to the conventional SS using all the NN series. Noticeable increases in the recall are more evident even if a small number of NN is used. Despite the fact that the probability of a target to be active decreases as one moves down the NN lists, their result showed that the best recalls are generally obtained with the largest number of NN. Figure 2 presents the complete framework of TSS.
Experimental Details
There are two investigations being reported in this paper. The first investigation look at the effect of using different combination of similarity measures at each phase of TSS. The second investigation studies the effect of using different fusion modes and rules in TSS. The chemical database that will be used for this research purpose is the MDL Drug Data Report (MDDR). 
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Fig. 2: Framework of Turbo Similarity Searching (TSS)
In the first investigation, nine combinations of similarity measures are used by rotation in the first and second phase of TSS. Out of these, three of the combinations have been chosen based on their ability to retrieve more actives when used in Similarity Searching. These combinations are {ECFP, Tanimoto}, {ECFC, Soergel} and {SRECFC, Cosine}. The remaining six combinations i.e. {ECFC, Tanimoto}, {SRECFC, Tanimoto}, {ECFP, Soergel}, {SRECFC, Soergel}, {ECFP, Cosine} and {ECFC, Cosine} are used to provide a fair and unbiased investigation that takes into account all combinations related to the descriptors and coefficients identified in the previous three sets (i.e. descriptor {ECFP, ECFC, SRECFC}; coefficient {Tanimoto, Soergel, Cosine}). Three control experiments that use only one combination of similarity measures throughout TSS (normal TSS) are also conducted. Hence, a total of 21 TSS experiments being run. Table 3 presents the sets of similarity measures combination that are implemented in TSS as well as the control experiment. All experiments are done using two fusion rules namely MAX and RKP. These fusion rules are chosen to represent the fusion of scores and fusion of ranks, respectively. The second investigation is done by changing the fusion rule used in the group fusion stage of TSS. This involved seven fusion rules as listed in Table 2 . These rules are implemented using fusion of scores and fusion of ranks, except for CombRKP in which it only deals with rank values hence implemented only as fusion of ranks. Thus a total of 13 TSS experiments were considered. Table 4 shows the list of fusion rules and modes used in the investigation. In this experiment, we used ECFP to represent compounds and Tanimoto coefficients to calculate similarity value.
Ten target compounds from 5HT1A activity class from the MDDR database using TSS as outlined in Figure 2 . Once the 1 st phase of TSS is done, the 2 nd phase starts by choosing a series of NNs to be used as target compounds in group fusion. The fusion process is done consecutively using 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100 and 200 NNs. Hence, one TSS experiment produces nine final ranking lists. Recall calculation are done for each of the list. In our initial experiment, we only used one target compound.
Initial Result
Despite presenting the results of all 34 TSS experiments being run, we present in the following sections results (in terms of recall) for nine runs of TSS experiments that are currently available in both investigations, respectively. The remaining experiments are still on progress. 
Influence of Similarity Measures
The findings of this investigation are presented in Table 5 and Table 6 . The results are of the nine experiments using Tanimoto coefficients. Table 5 represents the results of the control experiment (Experiment 1-3 in Table 4) whilst Table 6 represent the result of the rotated combinations (Experiment 4-7 in Table 4 ). Note that, the results column for each experiment is further divided into two columns representing fusion rules i.e. MAX and CombRKP. This fusion rules are used to represent the two different modes i.e. fusion of scores and fusion of ranks. The control experiment result revealed the superiority of using SRECFC as descriptor in retrieving actives. This is followed by ECFP and ECFC. Highest recall for each NN is indicated by the shaded cells in both tables. We observed in Table 6 that using different combinations of similarity measures at different phase of TSS increases the recall as the number of NNs increases (except for TSS30). This could be seen by the high value recorded in the shaded cells in Table 6 as compared to the shaded cells in Table 5 . In general, the order of the best set of similarity combinations for MAX fusion rule is as follows {ECFC, ECFP} > {ECFC, SRECFC} > {ECFP, SRECFC} > {SRECFC, ECFP} > {SRECFC, ECFC} > {ECFP, ECFC}. Whilst, for CombRKP we observed the following ordering {SRECFC, ECFP} > {ECFC, SRECFC} > {ECFP, SRECFC} > {ECFC, ECFP} > {SRECFC, ECFC} = {ECFP, ECFC}. The influence of SRECFC is also prevalent in TSS using MAX rule. The highest recall is given by the set {SRECFC, ECFP}. However, this led to another interesting observation in which we notice that whenever ECFC is being used in the second phase, TSS performance degrades. This is observed for all TSS involving ECFC at the 2 nd phase regardless of the fusion rules used.
The above findings are in line with the observation of the control experiment in which SRECFC has a strong influence towards TSS as opposed to ECFC. The influence of ECFP falls in between. However, these findings show that each descriptor works best with different coefficients. What we have tested so far are the combinations of descriptors with Tanimoto coefficients. It has been proven earlier by Varin [24] that EFFC did not perform well when used with Tanimoto as compared to Soergel which may be the reason of the poor performance observed. Hence, we expect that our ongoing experiments shall be revealing more interesting observation later.
Influence of Fusion Rules
We have conducted an experiment to investigate the influence of fusion rule to TSS. This is done by using a number of fusion rules during the group fusion part in the process during each run of TSS. This experiment is repeated using different number of NNs and descriptors (i.e. ECFP, ECFC, SRECFC). The findings of this experiment are recorded in Table 7 .
During our observation, we have found out that the best recall value for fusion by score rules is given by MAX, ANZ, MNZ and SUM fusion rule using the ECFC molecular descriptors; except when the value of NN become 10 and 40. In this instance, ECFP and SRECFC gives higher recall values respectively (along with ECFC). The value of recall returned by these fusion rules are consistent as the number of NN increases, though we noticed that ECFC gives the highest recall value compared to other molecular descriptor. Hence, this indicates that the molecular descriptor used does influence the performance of TSS.
Meanwhile, for fusion by rank rules, we have found that the highest recall value is obtained using the RKP fusion rule for all number of NN used. We also noticed that the highest recall value is achieved when using the ECFP molecular descriptor. Therefore, we can deduce that the ECFP molecular descriptor will return the highest recall value when it is used with the RKP fusion by rank rule. We also observed that; compared to other fusion rules, RKP gives the best recall value. Hence, we can also note that RKP fusion rule is the best fusion rule to be used for rank-based fusion rule. In fact, when compared to other fusion rules; including the score-based mode, the RKP fusion rule returns the highest recall value. This phenomenon has also been observed in the investigation conducted by Chen, Mueller and Willett [21] , where the best performance is achieved using the procedures involving the RKP fusion rule. The researchers believe that this phenomenon is due to the close relationship that exists between the reciprocal rank of a database structure in a similarity search and the probability that it shares the same activity as the reference structure for that search [21] .
However, the findings from the initial results only take into account the first reference compound from the 5HT1A activity class. In order to ascertain the observations as mentioned before, further experiment need to be conducted for all ten reference compounds and repeated for different number of NN (i.e. 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100, 200) . It is hoped that the findings from this later experiments will show consistent results as the initial one.
Conclusion
The performance of TSS is closely related to the performance of SS and Group Fusion as both of them are being incorporated in TSS procedure. Hence, factors that influence them should also influence TSS. We have firstly looked into the effect of using different combination of similarity measures at different stages of TSS. The initial result indicates that there is a strong influence shown by SRECFC and ECFC towards TSS. We then investigate the effect of using different fusion rules and modes on TSS using various descriptors. We observed that ECFP has always been giving good results with all fusion rules and modes whereas SRECFC and ECFC is giving a below than random recall values for a certain fusion rules and modes. Nonetheless, we could not present any conclusion as the experiments are still on progress. We shall report our future findings with the remaining experiments described in experimental details in future publication. 
